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Opening Music:

Soundtrack in background by Binho Manenti (Been-Yo!) [00:00:00-0:00:46]

Amy-Podcast intro:

It all starts with perception. What if our perception of the world, and its many
inhabitants, expanded? Every being has a different vantage point. When we
truly know a soul, we find solace. Asking questions with an open mind and heart
is how we learn how to relate to one another. Relational healing goes beyond
the surface level. When we listen to someone on a deeper level… we fear less
and love more. We’re all teachers. Every being on this planet has a gift that is
meaningful to share.
This podcast is about expanding our vision and illuminating the threads that
weave us together as a community. Simply put, this podcast is about lessons in
love. Welcome to Unified Threads.

Maleka-Preview clip:

Yes… we so don’t need young people, and you know, whether it be as a parent
or as an educator, to do this work. This is just work that if we’re trying to better
ourselves, and really show up in any space, I feel like this work is just necessary.

Background Music:

FunkyJazzy Background Tunes by Ana Gomulka and Taylor Greenshields
[0:00:45-0:02:56]

Amy:

Well hello everyone! Amy Shrodes here, one of the co-creators of Unified
Threads. And I am extremely honored and excited to introduce our Season 2
Finale guest on Unified Threads today… Maleka Diggs.
Maleka and I met through some mutual work we are involved with in the realm
of Self-Directed Education. And on Maleka’s Instagram uh, she describes herself
as… Oh—I’m sorry…I just made an assumption on pronoun and I shouldn’t have
done that. So, since we’re live recording, let me just go ahead and start with,
could you actually share your pronouns with us, and any other social identifiers
you’d like to share with us, and then I’ll also share anything off of your
Instagram as well?

Maleka:

Oh, sure! So, Maleka is always good with me. She/her are my preferred
pronouns... and yeah, that’s-that’s about it for now!

Amy:

Ok cool! Well in the Instagram realm, you describe yourself as a BIPOC-Black
and Indigenous People of Color focused, Unschooling, Self-Directed Education,
Youth Advocate Racial Equity and Inclusion Trainer, a Presenter, a Workshop
Development and Facilitator. And of course, Founder of the Eclectic Learning
Network, and Co-Founder and Core Member of the Philly’s Children Movement,
and former Board Member for the Alliance for Self-Directed Education.
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Maleka:

Yes. (speaker laughs softly)

Amy:

So, a lot of different projects that you are involved with there. (speaker softly
laughs)

Maleka:

Yes, yes. But they-they all-uh, go hand in hand. So, it doesn’t feel stretching. Not
at all.

Amy:

Definitely. I mean I heard about your work through the Eclectic Learning
Network for the first time. And I wanted to highlight that realm of your work,
um, because I found, like a lot of resources there that I have learned a lot from
as an-an adult that works with children but doesn’t have any children, um, and
I’m sure that people could learn from all different walks of life there. Um, so I’m
just going to read about the mission statement of ELN.
Your website says it’s a secular, BIPOC (which is Black, and Indigenous and
People of Color) centered network dedicated to providing resources, training,
and workshops to families and learning spaces that shift ways towards learning
as a lifestyle and partnership based-relationship relationships.
Um, so I was just wondering if we could get a little more into that mission
statement, and like what you mean by partnership-based relationships?
Because that’s what draws me to your work. I want and desire deeply for all of
my relationships to be partnership-centered. Not just in my romantic, intimate
type relationships, but also friendships, and colleagues, and-and other areas, so,
and with children too of course. Um, so I just wondered if you could share some
more about your motivation and desire to-to-to (speaker stutters) do that type
of work.

Maleka:

Sure. Well for me my motivation was my children. I mean this wasn’t—I don’t
know if this would be a part of my journey, or at least right now, if my children
were not in my life. Young people, whether you birth young children, or
whether just young people are a part of your life in general. Young people have
a really, really beautiful way of showing you exactly who you are, and….uh,
(speaker takes a pauses) it journeyed me into a time where I had to think about
my own childhood. That wasn’t something that I thought about previous to
being a parent. But it definitely showed up when I became a parent.
And I realized throughout the entire childhood journey, that I really wasn’t
asked much of anything when it came to autonomy or consent. It just wasn’t a
part of the conversation. And, so many of us are just filled with childism, where
we… we look at young people as young people, but they don’t necessarily have
the same values or the same levels of understanding that you-adults do. But,
though parts of that is true, what room are we giving as adults to be able to
allow young people in the space. Where could we start? And for me that starts
with looking at how the relationship itself between myself and a young person is
even valued or defined. And, like many-many folks, we are raised in spaces
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where young people are, um, not heard unless spoken to. And, that’s-I can see
for sure that that was the world that I group up in and I did not want that, and I
wanted to be able to engage my relationships with my daughters from a place
of partnership. So that when we are discussing what their interests are, how our
house flows, just whatever’s rising for them. It is done from a place of
partnership.
When I look at different emotions, there are more people than there are
emotions, so there’s always going to be an overlap in how that shows up. How
am I showing up to the space? If this was an adult who was exhibiting behaviors
that we see in a young person, do we take more take more time to speak about
or gain clarity on what the-what’s happening? Or do we just point the finger and
go at them and place blame? And many times, we do the latter when it comes
to young people, and we don’t allow the space to really ask clarifying questions,
to get real understanding behind what is happening. We kinda just go with
however we’re triggered or our assumptions or perceptions of what’s
happening. So, for me, partnership-based parenting is that, where I am inviting
them to the table, and not just from a… not just for the sake of inviting them,
but literally you know inviting them to the table AND they have a voice, and
they can share what’s showing up for them, what challenges they have, and also
just…what grooviness they’re experiencing. We want to be able to do that
together. So for me in all relationships, partnership-based relationships,
regardless if you’re a parent or not. That’s really the focus of ELN’s work. And
exploring what learning is. It’s hard to explore learning if you have so many
roadblocks within yourself. And, you just can’t explore learning the way in all of
its vast abundance because we have so of many roadblocks.
So that’s a little bit behind why partnership parenting is really where it’s at. And
it grew over time. It definitely was not something that just showed up as soon as
I started this journey.
Amy:

Thank you for sharing that, ‘cause feel like probably all of us listening are so, you
know, in a journey right now where maybe there’s an area of our relationships
that we wish we could have more connection ‘cus of everything that’s
happening in the world, or more community (Maleka gives affirmative “Yeah”).
And I’m wondering, you talked about triggers and not coming from a reactive
palace of being triggered. How do you do that when you do feel triggered? I
mean, do you still experience triggers even though you’ve been doing this for a
while or when that comes up, how have you learned to manage that?

Maleka:

Oh, heck yeah! I mean triggers are there. And-and I think that’s sometimes the
myth behind this type of work, for me at least, this work isn’t about eradicating
that. A trigger is a trigger. But what we do with those triggers is really where my
focus falls. It’s if-if my young person does something and I’m just like “Ughh!”
right? And I-and I want to react in a particular way, but it’s not necessarily
healthy. Then for me just taking a pause. That is the literal first easy, practical
thing that anyone can do. And just take a few deep breathes when those
moments happen. It doesn’t mean that every moment is going to be like that.
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Sometimes your triggers will show all the way up (speaker laughs) before you
can catch your breath, and it’s happened, and you have to work through that
and what that’s going to show up to be. But when you’re able to put a pausejust hit the pause button on what you’re about to say. That’s what I do. And I
just take a breath. And, instead of entering the dialogue with “This is how I feel,
and this is what I want you to know, blah blah blah blah… blah.”
It’s “You said that, and this is where my mind goes. Could you give me some
more clarity around that? This is how I’m perceiving what you’re saying. And it’s
not from a space of belittlement or being condescending. It really is for me to
understand, because I’m only hearing you in a certain lens, and if I’m not-if I
don’t get enough information I’m just going to lead with that, but I could be
very much wrong.”
Amy:

Mhmm. Well this leads into the values on your website (Maleka affirms
“Mhmm”) where you’ve got, you know first and foremost community,
connection, awareness. Ubuntu, Ubuntu. Um-(Maleka affirms “Mhmm”)-um,
the work of unpacking, owning, reflecting, pivoting, practicing, and repeating
(Maleka affirms “Yeah”). So from what I’m hearing, that’s what we have to do,
to take a pause to do that unpacking and do that reflection.

Maleka:

Yeah-Yes! Every time, you know there’s no… there’s no wiki-how to this. You
know, this is-this is living. And people call it unschooling, people call it
deschooling. Whatever schooling or label to me, it’s all living. And, if I’m
thinking-if we’re all thinking about coming across-whether you get a new pet, or
you have a new young person in your life. Those stages from birth to 2 years
old… you’re watching all of these behaviors show up. Language is starting to be
understood by both parties, whether they speak English or not. But identifiers
are showing up. And that takes time. It takes a lot of repetition, it takes
revamping, and-and pivoting (Amy affirms “mhmm”) first and foremost,
acknowledging that there should be a pivot (Amy: affirms “mhmm”). Not forcing
ourselves into something, but honestly, authentically looking at our own
behaviors. And looking at how that could possibly show up. Young people are
what I call (speaker laughs)—for me young people are—If you ever think about
those mirrors in a carnival, and they can kind of change/morph your shape? For
me, that’s how young people hear us as adults (Amy: affirms “mhmm”). They
don’t hear us as we are. They’re hearing certain tones and inflections, and
certain ones are more embellished for young people’s ears. And they’re
beautiful at doing mimicry. So they’re mimicking based on their perceptions, but
if they don’t have anything concrete to work with, then, what we see is a
caricature of our own behaviors. And if we’re not in a space to really sit with
that, and unpack that, then it will be several cycles of the same thing.

Amy:

Mmm…Well, do you have any-any guidance for us, how-how do-when we know
that we know “Ok, we’ve been triggered. We need… we need to acknowledge
and pivot here.” but maybe we’ve already said what we were thinking. Instead
of saying “This is what’s coming up, I need to take a second.”
Maybe we didn’t take a second, and now we have to figure out how do we pivot
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in a way that acknowledges that too. (Maleka: affirms “Mhmm”). Do you have
any advice on that, or situations that’s come up in?
Maleka:

From a restorative place?

Amy:

Yes, from a restorative place, yeah.

Maleka:

Yeah, I mean I cannot even count the number of times my triggers have blurted
out (both laugh softly). When I wasn’t even aware. I just saw some of those
triggers as part of what it means to be a parent. Because that’s the way I was
raised, you know? And, if I’m in a space and those triggers come out, and the
impact is there. I have to acknowledge it directly with my young people, or
directly with the person that I’m in discourse with to let them know that “You
know what... that is how I felt. You know-it does-it’s-it wasn’t a lie. I’m not
gonna… I won’t say that “Oh you know, upon further thought… I changed my
mind.” No that was really what was on my mind, and I stated it. But it was not
from a fair place. It was not from a respectful place.
So, knowing that, acknowledging that, acknowledging that what I could have
done or said was hurtful, what can I do to support you right now? What
information could I possibly give you? Would you like to converse about this a
little bit more? Because I honestly would like to learn more about your
perspective, and what you are seeing and feeling and witnessing. I want to know
more. So, IF you are open, I welcome to really sit and listen to what you are
saying, and, potentially give feedback, but only if you want.

Amy:

Mhmm.. so to me that ties into the deschooling work of-of what you have in
your values of shedding the programs and habits that resulted from other
people’s agency over your time, body, thoughts or actions.
Designing and practicing beliefs that align with your desire to thrive, be happy
and succeed. (Maleka affirms “Mhmm”)
And that’s what I’m always coming back to in my own life. I’m just like, “How to
shed the programs and habits?” (Laughs softly) So…

Maleka:
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Yeah… it’s a slow walk. And… Slow or fast. I guess that’s dependent upon on
how we measure that. Right? What these things look like. And for me that also
taps into schoolishness because we have become accustomed to “Ok, here’s a
particular task. Here’s a challenge. We have X amount of time to be able to
accomplish that task.” For me, we use that same formula when we are talking
about life changes. And that’s not a fair… we’re not being fair to ourselves in my
opinion. If I’m thinking about someone who’s on the parenting journey, who’s
possibly on the weight loss journey, who is on just health and wellness overall,
who’s on the job hunt journey. All these things impact us in different ways. And
some are definitely more challenging than others to work with. But time. Or the
speediness of which we’re looking for something. I mean, right now we live in a
time where at a click of a button we can find out anything that we want to

know. And, we kind of function in a yesterday mentality. But, we function on a
whole other time frame, you know what I’m saying? (Amy affirms “mhmm”).
And when we rush into wanting to change very deep and impactful aspects of
ourselves, for me I find we put ourselves even deeper into a spiral.
We find that we’re upset at the fact that we’re upset (speaker laughs) and we
lose sight about what brought us to this pain point to begin with. And for me, I
don’t-there is no formula for sorting ourselves out. There is...I—I don’t even
know if I’d want a mathematical formula. Because it’s life. It is organic and it’s
flowing. And whatever shows up for me, I want it to be real. And I’ve spent
enough decades trying to strive for the things that I wanted, while kind of
neglecting the things that I needed.
Amy:

Mmmm… learning as a lifestyle to learn what we even need (speaker laughs).
Seriously.

Maleka:

Yes, because sometimes what we need, calls for us to make a shift that we are
not necessarily ready to face.

Amy:

Hmm... wow--I’m just gonna that sink in for a second. I’m thinking that I’m there
in my own personal life too, so (speaker laughs), so that resonates hard. Well, I
mean totally recognizing that there’s no formula and we’re all figuring this out
as we go along. But there does need to be like some intention, and like, I don’t
know, like a focus point that we’re working towards. Like goal of at least like
figuring out our needs and the needs of those we want to be in community
with. For me, like the equity piece of it as an important piece of it. But as a
white woman I don’t often feel like I can engage in conversations about that. I
just kinda wanna get out of the way and make sure I’m not taking up space in
the situation. But I do want to feel like we can create more equitable access to
Self-Directed Education as a whole. Sometimes when I get triggered I
completely shut-down, and I have to go back to that commitment to disrupt
schoolishness and pervasive whiteness in myself first and foremost because
that’s the only way to be of service in any other way (both laugh), so…

Maleka:

Yes, yes. Man, yes. Thank you for saying that, because the work really does start
from within. And, that’s really hard for many people. Hell, it was hard for me.
Where we so grow accustomed to literally seeing the results. But sometimes we
just come to feel them (Amy affirms: “mmm”) within ourselves before we can
take whatever the next steps are. And, even that, that self-work is an action. It’s
not an action for the masses. But it is an action within you, so that when you do
step out, if you are working to disrupt whiteness, if you are working to ensure
that equity in Self-Directed Education is at the center of the experience. Then,
that’s the focus. Like, that’s-that’s all you can do. But it doesn’t mean that it’s
going to be easy every time. You are gonna slip. Like—we’re… we all slip. I don’t
care how many workshops a person takes (speaker laughs). I don’t care how
many books a person reads. Stay with yourself. I don’t care-the action could be
amazing. You could set-up everything, have the best website, and it still fail.
Because, not because of the action, but because of where you are as a person.
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You’re not settled in it. I personally cannot engage in the things that I’m not
settled in with. Even if I support them, if I have a particular--if I have my own
blocks, to whatever it is, I have to sit with that first before I can move forward.
Because I want to make sure that the energy and the intention that I’m putting
out there is as authentic as I understand it.
Amy:

Mmm…that is very powerful. Thank you for sharing that. I’m definitely going to
be listening to this multiple times as a reminder (laughter). Well speaking about
equity in SDE, we met through an SDE-focused unconference called ‘rooted us’
last summer (Maleka affirms “yes”). And now just a little over one year later the
urgency behind this topic has become, like accelerated, very much more
mainstream than it was. Or at least it seems like that… there’s a lot more
articles coming out (Maleka affirms “Yes”). So I was wondering what Eclectic
Learning Network and the other projects that you’ve been involved with-what
are your thoughts on the shift that’s happening? You know there’s a lot more
talk of learning pods and microschools. Do you think that the values, like of
deschooling could be involved into kind of a micro atmosphere since it’s what
you’re doing with Eclectic Learning Network? And when they’re calling it like a
virtual classroom. Could that also be a deschooling type environment? I was just
curious, like what you are hearing from people that are reaching out for advice?

Maleka:

Hmm.. Just, what I’m hearing from folks that are just kind of transitioning into
this, whether it be forced or not? (Amy affirms “mhmm”). Um-I mean there’sfor many parents who are exploring home education under whatever pathway
they wish to take. Many times, it’s due to trauma. Whether-whether it’s their
own experiences in-in school that led them to this point, or whether it was
experiences that their children have had that say, “we need to find another
alterative.” So, pre-pandemic or not, trauma and exploring methods of learning
outside of compulsory education, or just institutionalized education, it’s a oneto-one with trauma many, many times. And, right now, everything is… one,
there’s nothing new.
Nothing new is happening right now. We have new factors. But the movements
are not new. We have higher percentages of people that are moving in
particular ways. But the movements themselves are not new. The… that level-what parents want for their young people. That’s always been there. For some
folks, this pandemic was the icin’ on a poorly made cake. And it gave them just
the momentum they needed to shift away. For other families, this is painful as
all get out. And, the notion of their young people not attending school is really,
really difficult to come from. For several reasons, whether it’s their connection
to school and the notion that young people do not learn outside of those
spaces. Cause that’s kind of the catch-phrase we’re given...like this is a place to
learn. But um, not necessarily play. Um, and parents work. You know we live in
a time where we’re not even able to spend time with our young people.
Because work demands it, capitalism demands it, you know? That we show up
in these spaces and step away, and we kind of leave all that to educational
institutions. To not only cover whatever their expectations are around
curriculum, but also their social-emotional wellness. Should that be included?
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Most definitely. But right now, so many families are struggling with the school
was providing all of that. Because they did not have the time. Because they have
to provide shelter, and whatever they need to do. But it’s here now. And people
are asking for so many things. But they just want to see an end to all of this. And
I-I think it’s more of trying to figure out what the quote unquote “new normal”
is, and for me, I find that to be a bit… not necessarily dangerous, but it does
create kind of a fork in the road. We don’t know. Education is one of the factors
that many of us grew up with believing that it would never really change. We
could forecast it. I mean we would have guidance counselors say, “Oh well these
are the industries that are going to be in high-demand when you’re in postsecondary.” Like all of these things would show up that many of us relied on.
Now, much of that is gone. All of it. So, what folks are asking for is really insight.
They’re trying to figure out how not only how they’re going to take care of their
families inclusive of school, but how they’re going to get to work, what their
work is going to be. Many parents are getting kind of a window into young
people’s experiences that they were having with their teachers right at home.
And some of that is opening up all sorts of doors, for better or worse, but it’s
opening up doors. And, I personally look at this entire time as an opening, but a
closing of something that is harmful for all of us, AND an opening for us to
really, really unpack what we’ve accepted as societal norms and break it down
for what it is. And come up with something that is actually going to be
supportive of the communities that they serve. Um, and upholding the values of
that community at the same time. That calls for a lot of work.
I mean if it was up to me I’d say everything shut-down for 2 years, but that’s
devasting for many families. But if I could wave a wand, that’s what I would do
for school. You shut it down. There’s so much going on, and people are just
trying to figure out what tomorrow’s going to look like. People are thinking
about testing right now? Please don’t. The pandemic is a test. It’s a global test
(speaker laughs). And that’s all the test I need personally. Not worrying about
those things if you don’t have to. So many families that are contacting me are
families that are definitely putting both feet in to what it would be like to shift.
And not just coming up with something that’s what I call window dressing, or
three-card monte, where we’re just changing the façade of what we’re offering.
That’s not what I offer so anyone that’s contacting me is looking toward
disrupting the norms that have deeply impacted us generation wide.
Amy:

Mhmm.. and one of your workbooks is called the Disrupters Ear, right? Or
“Developing a Disrupters Ear”? which you can find on Eclectic Learning Network
dot com, correct? (Maleka confirms “Yep!”).
Ok cool. So yeah, that’s an excellent point. That really, we have so much to be
constantly thinking about in every way when we’re making decisions now. Going
out in public now. What are we are going to be doing with our own bodies all
the time. Just a constant level of heightened awareness that it seems difficult
for me as an adult to focus on bigger things. So, I can only imagine what young
people must feel if they are trying to prepare for any kind of virtual testing.
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Maleka:

Yeah, yeah—it’s a lot! (speaker laughs) for all of us to have to expect, uh, and
for me really it’s that expectation to show up in spaces as if nothing is wrong.
Where, though we were expected to do that way before March you know, this
whole idea of separating-separating the work/life balance. There is no
separation. It’s all connected.
People say “Oh, I got up on the wrong side of the bed.” Like whatever phrase
they want to coin. You take that energy into the space with you. You can’t just
shut down. Um, you could, but you’re really just suppressing something that’s
going to resurface a date at a date in the future (speaker laughs) whenever that
is.

Amy:

Mhmm. Well, when it comes to community and ways that we can still connect
with each other in this time of-of feeling…well, it’s not just this time of feeling...
like you said, it’s not just this time. This is nothing new. It’s just kind of pulled off
the-the tarp that was covering everything up I feel like (speaker laughs) because
everyone was so busy. And now it’s like, more of the decay is apparent and, at
least for me, I know that I’m seeking community but I’m finding it more difficult
than ever to know how I can be in communities in ways that feel, like, fulfilling
to me. And so um, especially when it comes to wanting to work on unconscious
bias (Maleka affirms “Mhmm”) and unpacking all of that. So I was just
wondering, if you could tell us what the word community means to you? And
maybe a little bit about how unconscious bias, consent, and identity come into a
play in a community, in your opinion?

Maleka:

Mmm. Yeah community is everything for me. And the-the short answer its-it’s
all of faucets of me and everything around me at one given time. And,
community is… it’s layered. It’s not monolithic by any stretch of the imagination.
There’s not just-there’s racial community--but then there’s community that is
diverse in thought and thinking and innovation and what it means to come
together and really questioning what does it mean to come together as a
community? How far are folks willing to go to step into that realm? Whether it’s
blocks coming together and developing their own garden um, to ensure that
their block is really solid on making sure that they have fresh produce in their
home. Or the community is coming together to ensure that all folks in the area
who are seeking assistance and support have accessible avenues to obtain thatthat support. Um, community is many, many things for me. And, it really
depends on who’s in the community. And that for me is what defines that
community.

Amy:

And I noticed that one thing that you talk a lot about is that it’s totally ok to ask
questions. And you have a web series you called “Its Ok To Ask” (‘I.O.T.A.’) with
your daughter (Maleka affirms “Yes, yes.”) Which people can find through
Eclectic Learning Network dot com (Maleka affirms “mhmm”), and by becoming
a supporter on Patreon (patreon.com/eclecticlearningnetwork). And so, I was
wondering when you talk about its ok to ask, what would you suggest we ask
ourselves when we think about what type of community we would find joy, or
would like to be a part in, or to help co-create?
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Do you have any questions that you, I don’t know, come to mind for you? Or
that you’ve even asked others, or people you’ve heard ask themselves about
that..just how we can intentionally co-create community?
Maleka:

Mhmm.. For me it-it still circles back to deschooling and asking questions that
are framed something like, “how have I been serving myself? And how have I
impacted and supported community in a positive way, or in a not so positive
way? What are some things that I can do, and what are some things that I will
do?” Many times, we engage community from what we can do, but not
necessarily from what we will do. We can do many things. But what we’re
willing to do is a different conversation. And I think there should be more space
for folks really being honest around what they are willing to do that’s within
their capabilities. Not from a space of “Oh, just let me feel this void.” Burn out is
sure, sure to come—sure to come from-from jumping in feet first and just
wanting to be in the space. That’s not the way to be and there has to be some
type of understanding or acknowledgement within the Self that says “Ok, this is
something that I not only can do but I am willing to do.”

Amy:

Thank you, I’ll-I’m definitely going to start thinking about that and framing it
that way. What will-what will we do, yeah.

Maleka:

Yes, because can we do... People want change, right? By and large most people
want change. But not the same percentage of people want to change. There’s a
lot of external things that people want to see changed. But within themselves,
that’s different. And that’s where the deschooling comes in.

Maleka:

Well is there anything when it comes to deschooling that you’d want to talk
about a bit more. Just ways we can start talking about it in our everyday lives?

Maleka:

Yeah, sure! I mean well, for-for parents and educators I meet monthly with a
group of folks. Um, through our meet-up “Deschooling is a Thing.” Right now,
it’s waitlisted, but we have a group of about, oh seventy total folks, and maybe
thirty or forty will come through each month, and we apply unschooling
approaches to that time. So our conversations are emergent based on what’s
rising for all participants. And we talk shop. We are brutally honest, but
respectful. There is no one one-upping, there’s no judgement, but we just share
what’s rising for us as parents. As folks who are committed to disrupting
systems that are harmful. For educators who want to shake it up. We have a
combination of folks who are down with reform and folks who are down with
abolition depending on who you talk to, and I love that about the group. And
we, we ask these questions. We sit and we sort through everything from screen
time and the impact of screen time. How sometimes that can become
hypocritical with adults and our levels of access to screen time. Um, we have
those conversations. But for me, deschooling is a natural thing. Typically, when
something makes you feel uncomfortable, that’s your window to start exploring.
Many times, we like to deflect when we come across something that brings
discomfort, but for me it’s about pushing against it gently, and knowing
yourself, right? Not to do anything that will increase harm, right? But when
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things are happening for you, um, it’s really easy to just kind of-just sweep it
under the carpet, and either treat it as an isolated incident, or kind of just hope
that it never happens again. But for me deschooling is what happens when
those challenges do show up and you meet the challenge where it is. Now,
without a goal. But to feel through why this brings so much discord for you. Why
is this a pain point? If we can get to this space where we can acknowledge what
our pain paints are, then it makes the interactions a hell of a lot easier to
engage—not because we have the solution, but because we are aware that this
is an area for us that would have normally been a barrier.
Amy:

Mhmm… I’m going back to not being in a rush to figure out those pain points
about ourselves.

Maleka:

Yeah, well we know, right? We do a-a really good job at covering up the things
that we don’t want to face within ourselves. We do a really good job of that asas people. But when we are in a space to face ourselves. That calls for some
reassessing of boundaries with yourself, with people for your life. It calls for a
lot. And sometimes that work creates friction outside of yourself. In the world of
unschooling or SDE, you’re going to have family members who are not ok with
that decision. You may have. A partner in the home who’s not ok with that
decision. You may have a young person who only knows school. So the notion of
not being in school is devasting because they’ve already been conditioned to
think that school equals this level of success, and if I’m not in school, then how
will I achieve that? We help plant those seeds as adults. Because those are the
seeds we were planted. So the job, or the work, not really job, but just the work,
because living is just for us to examine those... to examine those points where
“Why are these benchmarks so important? Why am I basing your intelligence
based on this information? Why am I not seeing you as a whole person? And
then…am I even seeing myself as a whole person?”

Amy:

Mhmm... yeah and the boundaries piece goes right along with trauma. And
(Maleka affirms “mhmm”) a lot of us that have experienced trauma… That’s
what my last episode was all about, um resiliency, and recovering from trauma.
And also, being patient with yourself because it doesn’t just happen… where
you’re just recovered (speaker laughs).

Maleka:

No, a work in progress all the time (speakers laughs)

Amy:

Yeah, for sure. Well I wondered if you could talk a little bit about Philly
Children’s Movement (Maleka responds “Sure!”) and children’s rights there?

Maleka:

Mhmm.. yeah so, Philly Children’s Movement started up with a group of
mommas in the northwest part of Philadelphia. And we came together because
we wanted to create family-friendly actions, if there is such a thing. But we
wanted to create family-friendly actions where, um, during-in light of Ferguson,
cus’ that was really the jump-off point for us, that kind of shifted our indoor
talks to something that was for the masses. But, how can we create spaces
where young people have a voice in this?
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Young people are seeing what’s happening. Um-sometimes parents are hiding it
from them. But over time, the truth comes out and it’s horrible! So, our focus is
to shine a light on that and bring awareness to families around ways that they
can come together and have conversations. If we are-if we can protest, what
would that look like? Um… and really be about our community. I mean we’ll
have annual-um gatherings at a local space and have a potluck, and people can
speak, and speak about the things that are impacting them, and just ways to
support each other so that we understand who’s in our community.
We’ve kind of lost the whole idea of knowing your neighbor, um, your direct
neighbor. And Philly Children’s Movement is… that’s at the core of what we do.
Really understanding our community. Whether it be the families in our
community. The small businesses that exist in the community. Police. Everyone.
It’s about having those conversations. “What does it mean to have a
conversation with a 5-year old about race? How-how does having conversations
about race and racism and its impact work for a transracial adoption family?
And, how can we support?” So, Philly Children’s Movement works with
community, but we also work with schools where we provide training for folks
in all roles in public and private schools around what it means to shift your
practice and really explore this curriculum and call the curriculum out for what it
is… So, we work with teachers and educators figuring out how they can make
their classrooms more culturally inclusive. What can they do with their
curriculums to ensure that all young people in the classroom and being reflected
and honored equitable. And teachers, many of them nowadays are white or
white-presenting teachers. And in more quote unquote “urban areas” the
student-body is the opposite, so many black and brown students are looking-their leadership does not reflect what they are. So, what does that mean for a
teacher in that position, and how can they support while also being mindful of
their privilege? Even without speaking, just standing in the space as a white
person will do something for a classroom of Black and Brown students. So, our
work is about understanding that, and what small, practical changes they can do
to be able to not only let these young people know that they are being heard,
but also what they as adults can do and how they can shift away from some of
the harmful practices that-that totally exceed and go outside of the classroom.
Amy

Well if someone is living in Philly and they want to get involved with that, where
would they go to learn more?

Maleka

Philly Childrens Movement dot org. Folks can come through there and check it
out, um, and they can also get to it from my website Eclectic Learning Network
dot com.

Amy:

Thank you. And if they live—if someone is really moved by that mission
statement is and they’re not living in Philadelphia. Um, is there any other way
that they can get involved, or would you recommend they look into creating
something similar in their area?
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Maleka

Well they can totally reach out to us. We work with schools all across the
nation. So that’s not… I don’t want anyone to feel restricted because of
distance. If there’s a school who is looking for that type of support, then they
can always reach out to us through the website.
If it’s a family or community who is looking to create family actions, they can
always reach out to us and we can work out something, either partnering with
them if they want to do something in their community. Or, maybe even
providing training so that they can start their own.

Amy:

Oh cool! I did not realize that. I’m wondering like, do you like work with all
different types of schools, like no matter the size, um, the style of school as it’s
set-up now?

Maleka:

Yep (Amy says “Ok” in the background), all different-all different ones. And
whichever ones-um, Philly’s Children Movement, or PCM for short, doesn’t get
to, then ELN covers those school. So, I work--ELN works more with more like
self-directed and Agile Learning Centers and things like that, where PCM works
more with private/public schools … whether it’s like a Waldorf, or just a public
school, or just a Quaker private school.

Amy:

Mmm, ok. Very good to know. Well what about your Racial Equity and Inclusion
training. That’s through Eclectic Learning Network dot com, right? (Maleka
affirms “Yes, yes” in the background). So if people are interested in that, they
can just contact you and begin a dialogue about those services?

Maleka:

Yes, and yes, so it’s called “Shifting our Practice” and if folks want to sign-up for
just a 30-minute chat if they are work with a-a group or an organization that’s
interested in training. Then, they can definitely fill that out and we can chat andand see where it goes. But it’s--all of my offerings are curated to suit their need.
So, there is no template of-of sorts. There are certain things that are just going
to be there and overlap. But how to present the topics that are going to be
explored, I apply unschooling and SDE approaches to the training.

Amy:

Awesome, that’s super cool. Well, is the webinar series still live um, from the
Alliance for Self-Directed Education that you created?

Maleka:

Um, I don’t know if it’s still live on their website. But it’s live on mine. So you can
go on there to check it out, yes.

Amy:

Ok cool, I’m just clicking on it right now just to make sure. So if people are
interested in this it’s called “Supporting Parents During and Beyond These
Uncertain Times” So you can go to Eclectic Learning Network dot com backslash
/ parent support and that has the link to all 3 parts and a bonus session. So that
could be some great learning avenue for folks.
And then is there anything else that for maybe people like me that don’t have
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children, maybe aren’t currently able to do facilitating because of the way that
things are set-up. Do you have any ideas on just ways that we could get
involved, to continue to like, I guess it really maybe it goes back to maybe
working on ourselves. (speaker laughs) But just to continue disrupt and plant
seeds even though a lot of us may not be in our regular ways-ways of-of
facilitating with young people?
Maleka:

Yeah, well developing the workbook that I created with Akilah S. Richards.
“Developing a Disrupters Ear”. Even though that is focused and written for SelfDirected Education centers, the work can be applied to anyone. So if folks are
into workbook based learning, that’s always a recommendation that folks can
check out. And they can find that on my website as well.
Um, If folks are into social media, I know many people are not and I dig it, but ifif they are. Start looking for organizations or just regular old folks who are doing
things that really are what you’re passionate about. Whether—it could be
gardening—right? It could be food scarcity. Like these are all things that are a
part of the work. So, whatever rises for you, that’s the focus. And see how you
can help whether it’s just sharing sometimes. Just acknowledging that these
avenues are available, it’s really helpful to anyone. Because one you’re
disrupting your own rhythm, and you’re highlighting the space or a person who
is really doing what I call Dopeness in the world.

Amy:

Cool! Well speaking of that and everything that we enjoy doing in the world.
What do you enjoy doing? I’d love to know—you’re doing all these incredible
things, so I’m just wondering. What else are you involved with? What else do
you love do and find joy in?

Maleka:

Oh, oh man, I love music! That really is my… yeah, yeah that’s my therapy.
Music is-it takes me to so many places. And, that’s also part of that deschooling.
Sometimes I will hear a song from when I was a young girl and I can remember
certain things and images come back to me—it brings me happiness. It makes
me contemplate. Uh, so yes, music is a part of my daily, daily wellness routine.
Um..thinking all my thoughts is the most fun thing that I enjoy doing. I love to
think all my thoughts. No goals. I just literally think all my thoughts. Um, what
else do I love…I love cooking. And I watch all sorts of crazy movies—well some
people would call them crazy. They’re great for me. But I’m a Netflix binge
watcher. I love horror films. I just finished watching the Bates Motel so that was
great. So yeah, those are the things off the top that really give me peace.
Oh and then the number-number one thing is taking walks in nature. I love to sit
with the trees and just-I just vibe. Just alone, go for my walk, and let it all
happen, whatever that is.

Amy:

Mhmm! Me too! (Maleka laughs). I was just laying under a giant tree yesterday.
(Maleka says “Nice!” in the background). Something extremely grounding about
vibing with a tree. And thankfully we can still hug them. (Maleka affirms “Yes!”
both laugh).
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Well Maleka, is there anything else you’d like people to hear in closing? Any
other offerings coming up, or events online, or anything like that you’d just like
them to know about?
Maleka:

I think-I think you’ve really touched on the-the kind of popular things that are
happening right now, and public things. I have a lot of other projects, but they
are private projects. So those are taking up quite a bit of my time with working
with different school districts and providing training for them. But as far as
things that are open to anyone… definitely if anyone is interested in the meetup-the monthly meet-up on deschooling, the waitlist is available for you to signup on. And you are more than welcome to join if you are down with our-our
group mission. If folks are looking for private coaching sessions around
deschooling, I have an offering where its-it’s literally called “Shedding our Shit”
that’s the name of the session, and we just talk, just like you and I are doing
right here, and we feel through it all.. uh, for schools of course, it’s the “Shifting
Our Practice” for anti-racism training. And yeah… and “Shifting Learning
Pathways” for families that are just getting into the home education journey
and just feel stuck like nobody’s business.

Amy:

And everybody can find out about those through Eclectic Learning Network dot
com?

Maleka:

Yep- (Amy says “Cool” in background)-they’re all there.

Amy:

And where’s the personal coaching, cus’ I didn’t see that?

Maleka:

Oh! I’ll take it—I’ll make it, I’ll unhide it (laughs).

Amy:

Oh ok, I was like clicking around. Maybe I just didn’t click around enough.

Maleka:

No, you’re fine I was just making-I was actually making some changes earlier
today. Yes, I will unhide it now.

Amy:

Ok cool—yay! Yeah, I heard something that you said recently on an interview
about that I was intrigued, so I’ll definitely be checking it out (Maleka affirms in
background).
And do you work with everybody, or do you prefer working with parents, or like
what type of person would…?

Maleka:

Oh everyone! It’s a nice split between parents and educators. So, you don’t
have to be a parent to have a coaching session. Not at all, because this is just life
work and it’s totally fine. We’ll talk about whatever… whatever we need to talk
about. So yeah, it could be anyone.

Amy:

Super cool! Well thanks for sharing that with us.
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Maleka:

You’re welcome!

Amy:

And thanks for all of the wisdom that you shared today. It’s been an-an honor
and I’m really excited to edit it and share it out to everybody in the world.

Background Music:

FunkyJazzy Background Tunes start (by Ana Gomulka and Taylor Greenshields)
[0:52:13-0:56:14]

Amy:

Thanks, Maleka! (music in background)

Maleka:

Oh, you’re welcome Amy.

Amy-Outro:

The word Deschooling isn’t in the dictionary yet, but it is very searchable. And
it’s being discussed and applied in a wide ranges of spaces both online and
offline. Of course you can read about it on Wikipedia as well.
Here’s the wiki definition and a deeper analysis from Akilah S Richard’s recently
published book “Raising Free People: Unschooling as Liberation and Healing
Work.”
“Deschooling is the mental transition a person goes through after being
removed from a formal school environment. It usually refers to children who
have been removed from schooling for the purpose of unschooling… but
technically, the term applies to any person leaving school, either by dropping out
or graduating.”
Akilah goes on to say: “Sure, that’s the origin of the word in the context of
education. But more than that, deschooling is the shift that happens after mad
question askin’ starts working.”
Here’s Akilah’s two-part definition of deschooling:
“Shedding the programming and habits that resulted from other people’s agency
over your time, body, thoughts, or actions.”
“Designing and practicing beliefs that align with your desire to thrive, be happy,
and succeed.”
Now I know you are definitely going to want to read more from Akilah’s new
book: “Raising Free People.” So be sure to order a copy through PM Press dot
org directly to support those involved with creating the book. And also be sure
to check out all the other super awesome books at this badass radical publisher
while you're there!
You’re going to find all of these links on the show notes, along with everything
you heard from Maleka today, along with a few other deschooling links that I’m
going to post in there for a bonus.
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So it’s Autumn, and it’s time to take a breather and process all that we’ve heard
these last… I don’t even know, time isn’t real. So basically, we’re calling this a
wrap for Season 2! Thank you again to Maleka Diggs for sharing about her life’s
work, Binho Manenti (Been-Yo!) for the intro music, Taylor Greenshields from
Fundamental Sound Co. for mixing and producing this episode, and another big
thank you to Ana Gomulka and Taylor Greenshields for sharing these melodies
that you’re hearing in the background.
We’re going to pausing this show production for an imagination break, and to
really feel out and process all of the lessons and everything that we’ve learned.
We will be working on Season 3 when we feel like the timing is aligned. Stay
tuned to Unified Threads on Apple Podcasts, Spotify, and everywhere else
podcasts can be found. Keep growing resiliency and listening to your intuition.
Until Season 3, much peace and love. Continue to dismantle systemic racism
however you can. Hear you soon!
CLOSING MUSIC:
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FunkyJazzy Background Tunes continues. The volume lowers towards the end of
the recording (by Ana Gomulka and Taylor Greenshields) [0:52:13-0:56:14]

